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Melissa Norton, M.D.
Editor-in-Chief, BMC Gastroenterology

MS: 507892330076144

Dear Dr. Norton,

Thank you very much for your acceptance letter on July 2, 2010 regarding our manuscript entitled “Mouse model of carbon tetrachloride induced liver fibrosis: Histopathological changes and expression of CD133 and epidermal growth factor” by Tsutomu Fujii and Bryan C. Fuchs, et al.

We have made every effort to improve our paper following the instructions. The changes made in the revised version are summarized.

Again, thank you very much.

Sincerely yours,

Kenneth K. Tanabe, M.D.

Formatting changes to be made:
Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)

Affiliations: Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: Department, Institute, (Street), City, (Postal code), Country. This may mean repeating institutional addresses if the authors are from different departments within an institution

I revised them according to the instruction.

Abstract: please ensure that the Abstract is present in manuscript and matches exactly what is in the submission system

I ensured it.

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Qualifications: Please remove the authors' qualifications (e.g. PhD / MD) or job titles from the manuscript and submissions system

I removed them according to the instruction.

Short running title: please remove this from the title page

I removed it according to the instruction.

Keywords: please remove this section from the abstract.

I removed it according to the instruction.

Introduction: Please rename this section 'Background'.

I renamed it according to the instruction.

Materials and methods: please rename this section 'Methods'.

I renamed it according to the instruction.

Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.

I removed all of them in the manuscript.

Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image. Our online figure guide
contains full details for preparing files for submission and can be viewed here:
http://www.biomedcentral.com/info/ifora/figures

I revised and cropped them according to the instruction.

Figures: Please ensure all mention of figures is consistent (it should be Figure or Fig but not a mixture of both)

I revised them according to the instruction.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.